Ceramic oxide aerogels incorporating periodically dispersed flexible linkages are provided. The flexible linkages impart greater flexibility than the native aerogels without those linkages, and have been shown to reduce or eliminate the need for supercritical CO₂-mediated drying of the corresponding wet gels. The gels may also be polymer cross-linked via organic polymer chains that are attached to and extend from surface-bound functional groups provided or present over the internal surfaces of a mesoporous ceramic oxide particle network via appropriate chemical reactions.
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HIGHLY POROUS CERAMIC OXIDE
AEROGELS HAVING IMPROVED
FLEXIBILITY

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
RESEARCH

This invention was made with government support under Contract No. NNC06ZLA46A awarded by NASA. The government has certain rights in this invention.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
Ceramic aerogels are among the most highly porous and lowest density materials. Their high porosity means that 95% or greater of the total bulk volume of a ceramic aerogel is occupied by empty space (or, air), producing excellent thermal as well as sound insulating qualities. In addition, their high specific surface area (e.g. on the order of 600-1000 m²/g) should make them well suited for numerous applications, including as adsorbent beds for chemical separations, as catalyst supports, as platforms for solid state sensors, etc. Unfortunately, conventional ceramic aerogels are physically and hydrolytically very unstable and brittle. Their macrostructure can be completely destroyed by very minor mechanical loads or vibrations, or by exposure to moisture. In addition, over time these materials tend to produce fine particles (dusting) even under no load. Consequently, there has been little interest in ceramic aerogels for the above-mentioned as well as other applications, despite their excellent insulative properties, simply because they are not strong enough to withstand even minor or incidental mechanical stresses likely to be experienced in practical applications.

2. Description of Related Art
U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2004/0132846, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference, describes an improvement wherein a disiocyanate is reacted with the hydroxyl groups prevalent on the surfaces of secondary (85-10 nm) particles of a silica aerogel to provide a carbamate (urethane) linkage. Additional disiocyanate monomers are further polymerized to produce a network of polyurea chains between the carbamate linkages of respective pairs of hydroxyl groups present on the secondary particles, resulting in a conformal polyurea/polyurethane coating over the silica backbone. The resulting structure was found to have only modestly greater density than the native silica gel (2-3 times greater), but more than two orders of magnitude greater mechanical strength, measured as the ultimate strength at break for comparably dimensioned monoliths.

More recent work has demonstrated that the production of such polymeric conformal coatings is not limited to disiocyanate linkages anchored from surface-native hydroxyl groups. Alternative polymeric architectures have also been shown to produce conformal coatings that dramatically improve the strength of ceramic aerogels. Specifically, non-native functional groups (e.g. amine or vinyl groups) can be incorporated into the surfaces of aerogel secondary particles and used as anchors for other polymeric cross-linking chemistries (such as epoxy and styrene). Methods and chemistries for such alternative polymeric cross-linking architectures are described herein as well as in co-pending, commonly-owned U.S. Patent application Ser. No. 11/266,025 and the following publications the contents of all of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety:

15. U.S. Pat. No. 6,284,908

The polymer cross-linked aerogels described and referred to above exhibit far greater strength than the corresponding native ceramic aerogels (as much as two orders of magnitude greater strength with only a two- to three-fold increase in density). However, despite their improved strength they still remain relatively inflexible and are subject to brittle failure. Consequently there are numerous applications that could benefit from the insulative and improved mechanical properties of ceramic aerogels as described in the aforementioned publications, but where additional flexibility is necessary or would be desirable. For example, space-suit insulation could benefit significantly from more flexible ceramic aerogels having the insulative properties described above.

Accordingly, it is desirable to produce ceramic oxide aerogels as above, but which exhibit a greater degree of flexibility.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A ceramic-oxide network is provided, which includes interconnected strands of first particles of ceramic oxide and...
a plurality of flexible linkages dispersed throughout, but not necessarily uniformly distributed in that network. The flexible linkages link adjacent ones of the first particles thereby segmenting the interconnected strands. The flexible linkages have the form

\[-M-L-M-\]

wherein:
- **M** is a metallic or semi-metallic element common to the ceramic oxide network; and
- **L** is a flexible linkage between the opposing M atoms that is stable under reaction conditions for synthesizing the ceramic-oxide network.

A method of preparing a ceramic-oxide network is also provided, which includes copolymerizing a reaction mixture that includes at least one ceramic-oxide precursor species and at least one flexible-linkage precursor through one or a series of chemical reactions to produce the ceramic-oxide network. The at least one ceramic-oxide precursor species includes a metallic or semimetallic element bound to at least one moiety through a bond that is labile under conditions of the aforementioned one or a series of chemical reactions. The at least one flexible-linkage precursor has the form

\[(R_i)(R'_i)M-L-M-(R'_i)(R_i),\]

wherein:
- **M** is a metallic or semi-metallic element;
- each **R** is attached to the associated M atom via a bond that is labile under the conditions of the aforementioned reaction(s) and is individually selected to be an alkyl, alkoxy or other group that will not prevent that/those reaction(s);
- each **R’** is attached to the associated M atom via a bond that is not labile under the conditions of the aforementioned reaction(s) and can be individually selected to be an alkyl or other group that will not prevent that/those reaction(s);
- **L** is a flexible linkage between the opposing M atoms that is stable under the conditions of that/those reaction(s); x and y are both integers with y being not less than 1, wherein the sum x+y is equal to the valence of M minus 1; and x’ and y’ are both integers with y’ being not less than 1, wherein the sum x’+y’ is equal to the valence of M minus 1.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

The patent or application file contains at least one drawing executed in color. Copies of this patent or patent application publication with color drawing(s) will be provided by the Office upon request and payment of the necessary fee.

FIG. 1 is a simplified diagram of the structural formula for silica, illustrated in only two dimensions.

FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of the structure of a solid silica network, composed of interconnected strands of secondary particles in a pearl-necklace configuration. FIG. 3 illustrates two adjacent secondary silica particles linked at a neck region therebetween.

FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration of the solid silica network of FIG. 2, but incorporating flexible linkages as disclosed herein periodically dispersed throughout the network between adjacent secondary particles.

FIG. 5 is a close-up schematic illustration of the structure of the solid silica network taken at circle “S” in FIG. 4, showing interconnected strands of secondary particles having flexible linkages periodically dispersed therein between adjacent secondary particles, as well as non-native aminopropyl functionality incorporated at the surfaces of the secondary silica particles, for example by incorporation of APTES into the gel-synthesis reaction.

FIG. 6 consists of response surface models showing a) density and b) porosity of aerogel monoliths prepared in Example 1 graphed vs. VTMS and total silane concentration. FIG. 7 shows compression curves for two separate aerogels, samples 13 and 8 respectively, from Example 1 that showed a similar modulus. Sample 13 only recovered halfway, while sample 8 showed almost complete recovery from compression.

FIG. 8 shows fitted models of modulus from compression data of aerogel monoliths from Example 1 a) when total silane=0.84 mol/l and b) when total silane=1.75 g/mol graphed vs. VTMS and BTMSH fraction.

FIG. 9 shows fitted models of unrecoverable strain from compression-deflection tests of aerogel monoliths from Example 1 a) when total silane=0.84 mol/l and b) when total silane=1.75 g/mol graphed vs. VTMS and BTMSH fraction.

FIG. 10 is a photograph showing two silica aerogels having the same composition and incorporating flexible linkages as described in Example 2. One of the aerogel monoliths was dried in ambient air and the other via the conventional supercritical CO₂-mediated process. No appreciable shrinkage was observed in the air-dried sample.

FIG. 11 is a graph of a response surface model for density vs. total silane and BTMSH concentration based on the aerogel samples made in Example 3.

FIG. 12 shows photographs of silica wet gels prepared as described in Example 3, which exhibited a high degree of flexibility and could be manipulated by hand and bent into various conformations without breaking.

FIG. 13 shows compression curves for two separate aerogels, Runs A and E respectively, from Example 4 comparing the degree of recoverability between them based on their respective BTSPA concentrations (–15% versus 100% of total silanes). Drawings of chemical structures are schematic in nature, are not drawn to scale and are not intended to convey any information regarding the actual number, concentration and/or arrangement of illustrated chemical chains, particles, functional groups, flexible linkages or any other species or portion of a species within a ceramic oxide network. As will be appreciated, the arrangement of these items in the chemical structure drawing figures are for illustrative purposes, and their purpose is simply to schematically illustrate the relationships between the various chemical species, groups, chains and particles as further described herein.

**Summary of Sol Gel Chemistry**

Aerogels are made by extracting liquid from a solvent-filled gel, to leave behind just a solid-phase three-dimensional network of ceramic oxide particles. The wet gel generally is composed of the solid-phase ceramic oxide network of particles just mentioned, whose vast pore network is filled and occupies a liquid phase material. The liquid phase material typically comprises or constitutes the solvent, other ancillary species (water, catalyst, initiator, buffer, etc., if present) and any remaining reactant species for forming the network of ceramic oxide particles via the sol gel process. Essentially, one can think of a wet gel and its cognate aerogel as the solvent-saturated solid network of ceramic oxide particles and the dried ceramic oxide network once the solvent has been extracted, respectively.
A ceramic oxide is an inorganic compound formed between a metallic or a semimetallic element and oxygen; e.g. silica (SiO₂), titania (TiO₂), alumina (Al₂O₃), etc. Generally, a network of ceramic oxide particles comprises a three-dimensional structure, with individual nanoparticles consisting of atoms of the metallic or semimetallic element(s) linked to one another via interposed oxygen atoms. For example, the network structure for silica is illustrated schematically in FIG. 1, though only in two dimensions. Because each silicon atom has four free valences, each is linked to four oxygen atoms. Correspondingly, because each oxygen atom has two donor electron pairs, each of them is linked to two silicon atoms except for oxygen at ceramic particle surfaces, which is linked to one silicon and forms a hydroxyl group. The resulting empirical chemical composition of the nanoparticles is near to SiO₂. It will be recognized and understood that other metallic or semimetallic elements having valences other than +4 (such as silicon) will result in correspondingly different chemical compositions in the network of nanoparticles. For example, aluminum has a valence of +3, resulting in the empirical formula Al₂O₃ for the corresponding ceramic oxide network. Beyond the foregoing, the only practical constraints for producing a ceramic oxide aerogel are that the metallic or semimetallic element must have a valence of at least, and preferably greater than, +2, and it must be amenable to forming a highly porous three dimensional network of nanoparticles comprising interposed oxygen bonds, e.g. via a sol gel process through reaction of appropriate ceramic oxide precursor species as hereinafter described. Alternatively, other mechanisms for producing such highly porous ceramic oxides can be used.

As evident above, a silica aerogel is prepared by extracting from the pore structure of the solid silica network of nanoparticles the solvent in which that network was made ("gelled"). The three-dimensional network of nanoparticles and the solvent within its pore structure are collectively referred to as a wet gel, also noted above. Briefly, a silica wet gel is made when an alkoxysilane (typically tetramethylethoxysilicate or 'TMOS') is hydrolyzed in an appropriate solvent, typically methanol, ethanol, acetone, tetrahydrofuran or acetonitrile, to produce the resulting silica gel network and an alkyl hydroxide byproduct. The byproduct is methanol when TMOS is used. Alternatively, tetraethoxysilicate or 'TEOS' also can be hydrolyzed to produce a silica gel network, in which case the alkyl hydroxide byproduct will be ethanol. The silica particles are formed through the linkage of silicon atoms in the solution ("sol") via oxygen radicals formed through hydrolysis and condensation. Thus, the silica gel is formed when the nanoparticles become numerous and coagulate against each other into a solid three-dimensional network. The gelation to produce the silica network is a form of cross-linking, wherein silica particles are 'cross-linked' via Si—O—Si linkages in neck regions between particles. However, the term 'cross-link' and cognates thereof are reserved herein for other polymeric linkages between particles that provide a polymeric, cross-linked conformal coating over the secondary particle structure of a ceramic gel as further described herein.

The hydrolysis reaction of the silicon alkoxide is spontaneous, but it occurs too slowly for practical applications (gelation can take days or longer to occur). Hence, it is conventional to employ an acid or a base catalyst, e.g. an amine catalyst, to accelerate the reaction to a more practical rate. On hydrolysis and condensation, the resulting solid silica network is formed having at least two distinct classes or orders of particles, namely primary particles with densities of 1.7 to 2.2 g/cm³, and secondary particles with densities about half of that of the primary particles. The primary silica particles are tightly packed, fully dense solid particles having a particle size of less than 2 nm. The secondary particles have a particle size on the order of 5-10 nm (average particle size greater than 5 nm), and are nanoporous in that they are each made up of an agglomeration of the smaller primary particles. The nanoparticles in the secondary particles are provided as the space between the agglomerated primary particles that make up each secondary particle. The secondary particles are arranged to provide an interconnected network of long strands of the secondary particles to form a mesoporous structure as illustrated in FIG. 2. The secondary-particle strands are often referred to and known as a "pearl necklace" configuration. Within each such strand, secondary particles are linked with adjacent particles via Si—O—Si bonds across relatively narrow "neck regions" between the particles as shown in FIG. 3. The empty space between the pearl necklace strands of secondary particles is referred to as mesoporosity and accounts for up to 95% of the total volume of the solid network's macrostructure, which is what affords these gels their desirable properties.

Once the solid silica network is formed, it is necessary to extract the solvent from the pore system (meso- and nanopores) of the solid network. Historically, this had been difficult to achieve while maintaining the structural integrity of the silica gel due to the presence of the mesopores in the solid network. The liquid-vapor interface produced on evaporation of liquid within the mesopores would exert strong surface tension forces that cause the collapse of the pore structure, causing the solid gels to fracture or shrink, often considerably compared to their initial size and form. To solve this problem, the solvent in the pore system of a silica wet gel is traditionally exchanged with liquid carbon dioxide above its vapor pressure. The resulting sol gel, now having liquid CO₂ in the pore system, is heated and pressurized beyond the critical temperature and pressure of CO₂, thus supercritically gasifying the CO₂ within the pore system of the solid gel network all at once. The supercritical carbon dioxide is vented, leaving behind the solid silica gel network thereby producing a dried silica aerogel whose physical structure is substantially unchanged and undamaged compared to the parent wet gel form. Converting the liquid CO₂ directly into supercritical CO₂ prior to venting results in there never being a liquid-gas interface in the mesopores of the gel; hence no surface tension forces are exerted on the pore surfaces and the solid structure remains intact. An alternative method for drying aerogels to limit shrinkage is solvent exchange with a low-surface-interactive solvent, such as pentane or fluorinated solvents. The solvent-exchange occurs progressively over several washings with increasing concentration of the low-surface-interactive exchange solvent for each washing. Once the solvent has been completely exchanged with such a low-surface-interactive solvent, the gel is removed and permitted to dry. This method should work best with aerogels that have been made somewhat hydrophobic. Styrene polymer-cross-linked gels (as described below) should be able to be dried in this way. One paper reports that this latter method can be practiced with isocyanate polymer-cross-linked gels (Leventis, Palczew, McCorkle, Zhang, Sotiriou-Leventis, J. Sol-Gel Sci. Technol. 2005, 35, 99-105), although it has not been found to provide very reproducible results in practice.

The supercritical CO₂ or solvent-exchange drying methodologies described here (principally the CO₂ method) have remained necessary even for ceramic aerogels that include a conformal polymer cross-linked coating as described above in order to prevent or minimize shrinkage or collapse of the wet gels when drying to produce aerogels. As will be
explained below, the introduction of a degree of flexibility into the secondary-particle skeleton of such gels may further reduce or eliminate the need for supercritical CO₂-mediated drying (or solvent-exchange methodologies described above, which have shown limited effectiveness) of the wet gels, which are costly and time-consuming.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

As used herein, whenever a range such as 5-25 (or 5 to 25) is given, this means preferably at least 5 and, separately and independently, preferably not more than 25.

A degree of additional flexibility can be imparted to ceramic aerogels via incorporation of flexible organic linkages between adjacent secondary particles in the mesoporous ceramic oxide network. This structure is illustrated schematically in FIG. 4. As can be seen in the figure, the ceramic oxide network is essentially the same as that in FIG. 2, except that flexible linkages (illustrated schematically as \( \searrow \)) have been interposed periodically between adjacent secondary particles, thereby segmenting the secondary-particle strands. By 'periodically,' it is meant that the flexible linkages described here are dispersed throughout the secondary-particle network, not necessarily uniformly distributed or provided at regular intervals or periods, but at a relative frequency or 'concentration' based on the molar ratio of the flexible linkage precursor species relative to other ceramic oxide precursors that go into forming the ceramic oxide network, as will be further described. The interposition of these organic chains between adjacent secondary particles in the ceramic oxide network, it is believed, has the effect of segmenting (i.e., breaking up or shortening) the 'pearl-necklace' strands of secondary particles, which are otherwise quite rigid based on their attachment within the neck regions as shown in FIG. 3. Specifically, the flexible linkages are believed to be more flexible than the direct particle-to-particle linkages that otherwise form between adjacent secondary particles in a ceramic oxide network, and to impart greater flexibility between shorter strands of pearl-necklace-configured secondary particles. The overall result is to produce a ceramic gel that exhibits a greater degree of flexibility than a native gel lacking interposed flexible linkages, whether or not the gel includes a polymeric cross-linked conformal coating as mentioned above and described more fully below.

The ceramic oxide aerogels with improved flexibility will be best understood through a description of a method by which they can be made.

A ceramic oxide network (whether or not functionalized with non-hydroxyl groups) is prepared preferably through a sol-gel process. To introduce any desired non-hydroxyl functionality to the ceramic oxide, a functionalized ceramic oxide precursor that is compatible with sol gel chemistry is used to produce a solvent-filled gel of ceramic oxide network particles via a chemical reaction is copolymerized with an unfunctionalized ceramic oxide precursor via that reaction to produce the ceramic oxide network. It is to be noted that each R is attached to the associated M atom via a bond that is not subject to being broken under those reaction conditions (i.e., non-reaction-labile), in addition to at least one, preferably more than one, other moiety via a bond that is labile under those conditions. As the particular chemical reaction proceeds, the solid network of nanoparticles is formed through copolymerization of both the unfunctionalized and any functionalized (if present) precursor species to produce a ceramic oxide wet gel having the desired non-hydroxyl functional groups (if any) attached to the network, in addition to the surface-bound hydroxyl groups that are native to ceramic oxides. As will be seen, at least a portion (probably a significant proportion) of the non-hydroxyl functional groups are surface-bound on the secondary ceramic oxide particles, probably displacing (taking the place of) a proportionate number or quantity of hydroxyl groups. Methods and species to introduce such non-hydroxyl functional groups will be more fully described below.

To provide flexibility to the resulting ceramic oxide gels, both wet and in the dried aerogel form, a precursor for a flexible linking species (sometimes referred to herein as a "flex link" precursor) having the following general structure is incorporated into the reaction mixture prior to the gel-synthesis reaction described above:

\[
(R_1)(R_2)_x-M-L-M-(R_2)_y(R_1),
\]

wherein:

- M is a metallic or semi-metallic element common to the ceramic oxide network (e.g., Si for an SiO₂ network, Al for an Al₂O₃ network, etc.);
- each R is attached to the associated M atom via a bond that is labile under the conditions of the reaction(s) that is or will be used to produce the ceramic oxide particle network from the ceramic oxide precursors (functionalized or unfunctionalized), and wherein each R can be individually selected to be any alkyl, alkoxy or other group that will not impermissibly interfere with or prevent the aforesaid reaction(s);
- each \( R^1 \) is attached to the associated M atom via a bond that is not labile under the above-mentioned reaction conditions and can be individually selected to be an alkyl group or any other group that will not impermissibly interfere with or prevent the aforesaid reaction(s);
- L is a flexible linkage between the opposing M atoms that can have any suitable form that is stable under the network-synthesis reaction conditions;

x and y are both integers with y being not less than 1, wherein the sum x + y is equal to the valence of M minus 1; and

\( x' \) and \( y' \) are both integers with \( y' \) being not less than 1, wherein the sum \( x' + y' \) is equal to the valence of M minus 1.

The R groups described above are termed leaving groups because they leave the associated M atom once the reaction-labile bond therebetween is severed; i.e., under the reaction conditions for synthesizing the network. The \( R^1 \) groups (if present) are retained with the associated M atoms, and therefore in the resulting network, because the bonds therebetween are not labile and thus not broken under the reaction conditions. During the reaction that forms the ceramic oxide network from the ceramic oxide precursor species, the reaction-labile bonds between the R (leaving) groups and M atoms in the flex link precursor are severed, and the resulting [-M-L-M-] linking species (with \( R^1 \) if present) is incorporated into the forming ceramic oxide network. It is to be noted that each such M may be linked to the ceramic oxide network via multiple bonds; i.e., up to y or \( y' \) bonds depending on the particular M atom.
In one embodiment, x and x' are both zero, and the formula for the flexible-linkage precursor reduces to (R)_x M-L-M-'(R)_x, wherein y is between 1 and the valence of M minus 1. As described more fully below, it has been found that ceramic oxide aerogels prepared according to this methodology and using such exhibit a surprising degree of flexibility, both in the wet gel and dried aerogel states, and provide improved green strength for wet gels prior to polymer cross-linking via surface-bound functional groups as more fully described below.

The ceramic gels (wet gels and dried aerogels) with improved flexibility and processes for making them, described more fully below, have been found to be incorporated into any of the following methods to achieve hydrolysis conditions to copolymerize them and produce a corresponding flexible ceramic oxide network based on another metallic or semimetallic atom, e.g. Al, V, Ti, Zr, etc.

To prepare a flexible silica aerogel, first the corresponding silica wet gel is prepared. Silica wet gels are prepared by hydrolyzing an alkoxysilane such as TMOS and TEOS to produce the wet gel having a solid silica particle network similarly as described above. TMOS or TEOS are unfunctionalized ceramic oxide (SiO_2) precursors, wherein all moieties attached to the central Si atom (methoxy for TMOS, ethoxy for TEOS) are attached via a reaction-labile bond, i.e. a hydrolysable bond based on the reaction mechanism by which SiO_2 gels are prepared. As used herein, a hydrolysable bond is one that is labile and subject to being broken under hydrolysis conditions employed to produce the solid silica network in the presence of water as a reactant, and a suitable catalyst if appropriate, so that the atoms linked by the hydrolysable bond become dissociated from one another. The moieties linked to the silicon (or other metallic or nonmetallic) atom via hydrolysable (labile) bonds are referred to as leaving groups, because following hydrolysis (or whatever the particular sol gel reaction used) they will be dissociated from (they will ‘leave’) the silicon or other metallic or semimetallic atom, and consequently will not be part of the resulting network.

To incorporate non-native (non-hydroxy) functional groups to support polymer cross-linking as further described below, a functionalized silica precursor species is included in the hydrolysis reaction. To incorporate flexible linkages or ‘flex links’ into the ceramic oxide network, a flexible linking precursor of the form (R)_x M-L-M'(R)_x, is incorporated into the network-synthesis reaction as mentioned above, wherein R, R', x, y, y' and L are all defined as above. The flexible linkage, L, is selected to provide a desired degree of flexibility to the resulting solid gel network and can take any suitable form. Throughout the remainder of this description, for brevity the case will be assumed where x and x' are both zero, meaning that only leaving groups, Rs, are attached to the M atoms in the flexible-linkage precursor. It will, of course, be appreciated that retained groups, R's, can be incorporated into any of the following methods to achieve desirable results, i.e. the incorporation of R' groups into the finished ceramic-oxide network in a concentration that is function of the concentration of flexible-linkages also incorporated.

In one embodiment, L can be a straight-chain hydrocarbon linkage (branched or unbranched), in which case the flex link precursor would have the form

(R)_x M-L-C[R']_y M-(R)_x,

wherein:

M, R and y are as described above;

R' can be H or any substituted or unsubstituted alkyl, aryl or other group that will not impermissibly interfere with the reaction(s) that is or will be used to produce the ceramic oxide particle network from the ceramic oxide precursors (functionalized or unfunctionalized), and wherein each R' can be the same as or different from other Rs or R's; and n is a positive integer, preferably not more than 50, preferably not more than 40, preferably not more than 25, and most preferably is in the range of 6-20 or 6-25.

The value of n in the above formula is most preferably 6-25 as mentioned above. Shorter oligomers such as (RO)_x Si [(R')_y Si(OR)]_z, wherein M is selected to be silicon, are known to produce ring structures that can prevent gelation. Conversely, strands longer than n=25 may interfere with gelation through steric hindrance and/or by keeping the silica particles in solution.

To achieve maximum flexibility, it may be desirable that all R's in the above formula are hydrogens instead of branched side-chains or other moieties that may introduce steric or other hindrances to the flexing of the C-chain backbone of the flexible linkage. In an alternative to the embodiment shown above, the straight-chain hydrocarbon flexible linkage may include one or a number of unsaturated bonds so long as the overall flexible linkage remains sufficiently flexible. However, it is desirable to avoid unsaturated bonds in the flexible linkage to provide maximum flexibility, particularly for flexible linkages having a chain length, n, below 25 and more particularly for values of n equal to or lower than 10 or 6.

The flex link precursor is incorporated into the reaction mixture together with the alkoxysilane used to produce the ceramic oxide network. Specifically, in the case of a silica network that is to use a straight-chain flexible linkage to provide flexibility, the reaction mixture can include an alkoxysilane such as TMOS or TEOS and a flex-link precursor that can be in the form of a bi-silyl-terminal flex link precursor having the following form:

OR

RO—Si—C

OR

wherein R, R' and n are defined as above and Si, O and C each represent the respective atoms. The above structure assumes no retained (R') groups are attached to the Si atoms. Of course, such groups also can be provided, for example as reactive sites to anchor polymer-based cross-linking as described further below. In the embodiment now being discussed, no such retained groups are included in the flexible-linkage precursor.

The alkoxysilane and bi-silyl-terminal flex link precursor are combined and reacted with water under appropriate hydrolysis conditions to copolymerize them and produce a gelled network of silica particles comprising silicon atoms from the alkoxysilanes and the flex link precursor. Specifically, as the hydrolysis and condensation reactions proceed a silica network is formed consisting of silicon atoms from the alkoxysilane and the bi-silyl-terminal flex link precursor molecules that were originally present, wherein adjacent silicons are joined to one another via a —O— linkage to produce a solid network having the nominal empirical formula SiO_2 as mentioned above. Because the —[CR']_y Si— linkage is stable non-labile under hydrolysis conditions, only the three —OR groups (with reaction-labile Si—O bonds) are removed from
the bi-siloxyl-terminal flex link precursor during the synthesis reactions. Consequently, the Si atoms in that precursor remain linked to one another via the flexible \( -[\text{CR}^2\text{R}]_n - \) linkage and are integrated into the network via \( \text{Si}-\text{O}-\text{Si} \) bonds at their three other valences.

As mentioned previously, the resulting solid silica network (still a ‘wet’ gel because it is not yet dried of the reaction solvent) consists of secondary particles, each made of smaller and fully-dense primary particles, arranged in a necklace configuration, with secondary-particle strands interlocking in three dimensions. The space defined between interlocking secondary-particle strands defines a mesoporosity of the network as illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 4, which contributes to volume void fractions of at least 80, preferably 85, more preferably 90, most preferably 95 percent, or higher as also mentioned above. In addition to the necklace strands, a silica gel prepared as above is believed to incorporate a plurality of flexible linkages consisting of the ‘L’ portion of the flex link precursors above (shown in FIG. 4, wherein the \( ^\wedge \) segments correspond to the ‘L’ portion mentioned above). In the case of a silica gel made using the straight-chain flex link precursor shown above, those linkages will have the structural formula \( -\text{Si}-[\text{C(R')}_n\text{Si} - \) . It is believed the flexible linkages are primarily interposed between adjacent secondary particles periodically throughout the silica network as shown in FIG. 4, wherein they have the effect to break up the otherwise long long-necklace-configured chains of secondary silica particles, which are believed to be relatively rigid and inflexible. It is believed that incorporation of large, sterically hindered species (such as the flexible linkages described herein) at the surfaces of the secondary particles of a ceramic oxide network is thermodynamically favored for a number of reasons compared to intra-particle incorporation. Without wishing to be bound by theory, the following is noted. First, the primary particles that make up secondary particles are fully dense, having substantially no porosity. Relatively bulky species such as the L groups mentioned above would be strongly sterically disfavored compared to the much more compact oxygen linkage (\( -\text{O} - \) ) within and between the fully dense primary particles that make up secondary particles. In addition, the flex link precursor-source silicon atoms, having the non-hydrolysable bond to the L group, each have one less bonding site compared to the fully hydrolyzed silicon atoms from tetra-alkoxysilanes, which may tend to terminate network growth or linkage. If these silicon atoms were concentrated internally, they might be expected to disrupt gelation and the formation of a uniformly dense and fully expansive solid silica network. Such constraints are not present at the surfaces of the secondary particles. The secondary particle surfaces define a vast network of relatively large mesopores that can easily accommodate the steric bulk (compared to compact Si atoms) of flexible L groups concentrated at and extending from those surfaces. Furthermore, because the secondary particles are linked to one another only in relatively narrow neck regions to form the above-mentioned necklace structure, silica network propagation above the secondary particle surfaces for the most part does not occur, and there is less need for a fourth Si-bonding site. For all these reasons the incorporation of the flexible linkages at and between adjacent secondary-particle surfaces within the silica network may be thermodynamically favored compared to intra-particle integration.

The observed behavior of wet gels and their corresponding aerogels prepared with flexible linkages also supports the conclusion that those linkages are incorporated between secondary-particle surfaces as illustrated in FIG. 4. Specifically, as seen in Example 3 below, wet gels have been produced that are highly flexible in that they can be bent into various configurations without breaking or fracture. As also seen below, wet gels can be dried to produce dry aerogels through simple air drying, without the need for supercritical CO\(_2\)-mediated drying or multiple solvent exchange steps, with no or negligible shrinkage and no perceptible fracture. These observed behaviors are explained by our theory that the flexible linkages described herein are incorporated primarily in between adjacent secondary particles dispersed throughout the network as shown in FIG. 4, thereby segmenting those strands. The incorporation of such flexible linkages, it is believed, has the dual effects of shortening the relatively rigid secondary-particle strands (by segmenting them) and enabling the resulting shorter strands to bend or flex relative to one another via the flexible linkages between them.

In addition to the straight-chain flexible linkages described above, the linkage, \( L \), may also incorporate intermediate atoms other than \( C \), for example nitrogen, so long as none of the bonds in that linkage are susceptible to hydrolysis under the network-synthesis conditions. In that case, the degree of polymerization, \( n \), from above preferably corresponds to the total number of atoms in the chain, including \( C \) and non-\( C \) atoms. Several examples of flex link precursors that may be suitable to produce flexible linkages in a silica aerogel are listed below, which list is provided by way of example only and not limitation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{RO—Si—CH}_2(\text{CH}_3)_n\text{Si(OR)}_3 & \quad \text{RO—Si—CH}_2(\text{CH}_3)_2\text{NH(CH}_2)_3\text{Si(OR)}_3 & \quad \text{RO—Si—CH}_2(\text{CH}_3)_2\text{NH(CH}_2)_3\text{SiR'(OR)}_2 \\
\quad \text{OR} & \quad \text{OR} & \quad \text{OR} \\
\quad n = 5 \text{ to } 20 & \quad n = 5 \text{ to } 20 & \quad n = 1 \text{ to } 5
\end{align*}
\]
wherein Rs in each of the above can be individually selected as hydrogen, alkyl or other moieties but preferably are selected to be the same as one another in the same molecule, and R’s above preferably are different from Rs attached to the same atom therewith.

In addition, the flexible linkage may also incorporate intermediate aromatic functionality or unsaturated side chains, for example:

\[
\text{RO—Si—CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{Si(OR)}_3
\]

The flexible linkage portion, L, of the flex link precursor, and correspondingly the flexible linkage integrated into the silica network, may optionally include reactive side chains or other moieties to support a further cross-linking reaction. Specifically, as described in detail below it may be desirable to polymer cross-link the ceramic oxide network, and reactive moieties compatible with the polymer cross-linking chemistry that is used may be incorporated into the flexible linkages; provided that such moieties do not interfere with the network-synthesis reactions. Still further, the flexible linkages may also be provided or designed to impart additional desirable characteristics to the resulting flexibility-improved aerogel, such as groups that promote or increase fire retardance, polarity or charge-carrying characteristics or other desirable properties.

By interposing the flex links into the secondary-particle strands, thereby reducing the effective length of the rigid particle-to-particle strands and providing flexible linkages in between them, the observed flexibility of the aerogels is increased. As will become evident below, the incorporation of flex-links into certain compositions of silica aerogel has been effective to eliminate the need for supercritical CO\textsubscript{2}-mediated drying, with no apparent shrinkage or pore-structure collapse between the wet and dried-aerogel states. Without wishing to be bound by theory, it is believed that the flex links incorporated periodically throughout the ceramic network of interlocked strands of secondary particles increase the flexibility of the backbone network, thus permitting it to adopt more easily and to accommodate oppositely- or differently-acting forces that result from surface-tension effects as the solvent evaporates from the pore network. Specifically, by shortening the effective length of those strands, and introducing a flexible linkage in between the shorter strands, the whole network is believed to be made more flexible or malleable, and capable to adapt and flex in response to counteracting forces that otherwise may have caused brittle failure of a rigidly-constrained network. In other words, the rigid network is made more flexible by shortening its rigid members (the pearl necklace strands of secondary particles), and by introducing a flexible linkage periodically between adjacent ones of those strands.

Several examples of particular flex-link species have been discussed above. However, it will be evident that the selection or design of a particular flex-link species can be undertaken in each specific case to achieve an appropriate or desirable degree of flexibility as well as other physical characteristics. Such selection and/or design will be a matter of routine based on the present disclosure. For example, the degree of flexibility of the flexible linkages will depend on, among other things, the length of that linkage, whether it is a straight-chain or branched, as well as other recognizable factors such as the prevalence of rotatable bonds. Much rotation is possible for carbon-carbon or carbon-heteroatom single bonds in a polymer chain. Alternatively, higher order (double or triple) carbon-carbon bonds as well as aromatic rings in the flexible linkages will restrict rotation, and may inhibit flexibility. Flexible linkages incorporating a high degree of these groups and/or unsaturated bonds may be expected to produce a lower degree of flexibility in the resulting aerogel for a given amount of the flex-link precursor introduced in the synthesis reaction.

Conversely, flex links having numerous ether linkages, which permit a high degree of rotation, will be substantially more flexible. The resulting flexibility of the overall aerogel may depend on the proportion of other linkages in the flex links. At this point, it should be evident that a person having ordinary skill in the art will be able to design a wide variety of flexible-linkage architectures, based on a variety of structures, additive functional groups, other structural linkages and moieties to produce aerogels having characteristics suitable to any number of potentially desirable applications. Whether the flex-links include side groups or moieties capable to be cross-linked via the polymer cross-linking architecture described below is also a factor that will impact the overall degree of flexibility of the resulting aerogels.

Some amount of routine experimentation may be required to optimize or balance the contributions of competing effects of various moieties and/or side groups present in the flex links. But such experimentation will be within the capability of a person having ordinary skill in this art. In addition, numerous (e.g., two or more) different flex-link species (and corresponding flex-link precursors) may be used having dif-
ferring structure; i.e. one may have few or no rotatable bonds and/or a shorter chain length compared to the other, and their ratio tuned to achieve a desired degree of flexibility. Of course, the total range of available flexibility may be constrained within broad limits based. The Examples below demonstrate that a large degree of adjustment is possible by varying at least the concentrations of the silane species (including functionalized, unfunctionalized and flex-link precursor species) that go into gel synthesis. A degree of adjustment should also be possible by varying factors such as those described above.

As already mentioned, in addition to improving flexibility it may also be desirable to polymer cross-link the secondary-particle pearl necklace strands in the aerogel to impart greater strength. Methods of providing such a cross-linking architecture to improve aerogel strength will now be described.

To provide such a polymeric cross-linking structure, methods described in publication US 2004/0132846 can be used, which rely on providing polyurethane linkages between native OH groups at the surfaces of secondary silica particles. However, it may be desirable to incorporate different, non-native (non-OH) functionality at those secondary particle surfaces to anchor the polymer cross-linking architecture, and/or to accommodate other cross-linking chemistries other than polyurethane, that would not necessarily be compatible with (able to link to) surface-bound OH groups.

To incorporate such non-native functional groups into the secondary-particle surfaces, a functionalized ceramic oxide precursor can be incorporated into the reaction mixture for forming the gel network as mentioned above. Like the alkoxysilane species also described above, which contains a silicon atom bonded to other species via only hydrolysable bonds, a functionalized silica precursor species includes a silicon atom bound to at least one, preferably to at least two, most preferably to three, other moieties via a hydrolysable bond (i.e. a bond that is labile under the particular reaction conditions), so the silicon atom can be integrated into the silica network during the hydrolysis reaction, e.g. with TMOS or TEOS. In addition to the leaving group(s) attached to the silicon atom, the functionalized silica precursor species also has at least one non-hydroxy functional group attached to the Si atom via a non-hydrolysable (i.e. non-labile) bond. A non-hydrolysable bond is one that is not subject to being broken under the hydrolysis conditions noted above.

In an exemplary embodiment, it is desirable to incorporate amine functionality bound to the secondary-particle surfaces. In that case, a functionalized silica precursor such as 3-aminopropyl triethoxysilane or 'APTES' may be incorporated into the reaction mixture for making the silica aerogel. Similar to TMOS, which has four alkoxy moieties (ethoxy groups) linked to the central silicon atom via a hydrolysable bond. However, unlike TMOS, APTES also includes a fourth moiety that is a 3-aminopropyl group linked to the silicon atom via a non-hydrolysable bond. Under hydrolysis conditions, the three alkoxy bonds in APTES are broken and the associated ethoxy groups converted to ethanol. This frees three bonding sites on the silicon atom that can be linked to oxygen atoms in the silica network, while the latter, fourth bond is not broken during hydrolysis. Consequently, the APTES-source silicon atom will continue to carry the 3-aminopropyl moiety with the terminal —NH₂ functional group after it is integrated in the silica network. In the case of silica formed from copolymerizing an alkoxysilane and APTES, it has also been found the resulting solid network exhibits the same basic hierarchical structure described above, having nanoporous secondary particles (particle size ~5-10 nm), composed of agglomerations of smaller and highly dense primary particles (particle size ~<2 nm), linked in long interconnected strands to produce an interconnected pearl necklace structure. It has been found that a large portion of the aminopropyl-linked silicons are located at the surfaces of the secondary particles, with the aminopropyl groups decorated over the secondary particle surfaces and extending into the supermicroporous network (mesopores). It is noted that when APTES is used to provide amine functionality, it is unnecessary to incorporate a separate catalyst into the hydrolysis reaction because the amine groups on APTES provide more than adequate basic character to the sol to catalyze the hydrolysis reaction. In fact, it has been necessary in experiments to cool the TMOS/APTES solution/water mixture to slow the gellation rate and permit pouring of the sol into a desired mold prior to substantial gellation. In the case where it is desired to incorporate both surface-bound amine groups into the secondary particles as well as increased flexibility to the resulting silica aerogel, TMOS, APTES and the bi-siloxy-terminal flexible linkage precursors all can be combined into the sol reaction mixture under hydrolysis conditions to produce the silica gel. The resulting gel structure is shown schematically in FIG. 5, wherein flexible linkages are illustrated periodically between adjacent secondary silica particles, and amine groups are shown decorated over the secondary-particle surfaces. The flexible linkages impart greater flexibility to the silica gel network as described previously, whereas the amine groups provide anchors for further polymer cross-linking structure to provide a conformal polymeric coating over the secondary-particle network as explained below.

It is believed, and experimental results have suggested, that integration of the APTES-source silicon atoms at the secondary-particle surfaces is favored compared to intra-particle integration within the silica network. Potential explanations for the apparent preference of the aminopropyl-linked silicon atoms to be incorporated at secondary particle surfaces are similar to the reasons it is believed that the flexible linkages are incorporated primarily between secondary-particle surfaces and not within those particles. Specifically, the primary particles are fully dense with substantially no porosity, and the relatively bulky aminopropyl group (NH₂—CH₂—CH₂—CH₂—) would be strongly sterically disfavored compared to the much more compact oxygen linkage (—O—) within the fully dense primary particles. Thus, the APTES source silicon atoms, having the non-hydrolysable aminopropyl group and therefore one less bonding site compared to the fully hydrolyzed silicon atoms from alkoxysilane, may tend to terminate network growth or linkage. If these silicon atoms were concentrated internally, they might be expected to disrupt gellation and the formation of a uniformly dense and highly expansive solid silica network. Furthermore, experimental evidence suggests that APTES itself does not gel. Hence both steric considerations and the lack of a fourth bonding site compared to the alkoxysilane-source silicon atoms suggest the APTES-source silicons would be relatively disfavored internally, within either the primary or the secondary silica particles. However, such constraints are not present at the surfaces of the secondary particles for reasons already explained. In addition to the above, hydrolysis of the alkoxysilane groups of APTES is slower than that of TMOS. Therefore, the incorporation of the APTES-source silicon atoms at the surfaces of secondary particles within the silica network may be thermodynamically favored compared to intra-particle integration of these silicons.

Following hydrolysis of TMOS, APTES and the bi-siloxy-terminal flex link precursor species as described above, the resulting wet gel framework comprises a solid silica network
having a structure illustrated schematically in FIG. 5 as noted above, wherein the \( \xrightarrow{\text{linkages}} \) linkages will have the form \(-\text{Si}-\text{L-Si-}\). Adjacent secondary particles in the secondary-particle strands are connected either directly to one another via \(-\text{Si}-\text{O}-\text{Si-}\) linkages between the surfaces of adjacent particles at relatively narrow neck regions (FIG. 3), or otherwise via flex links as illustrated in FIGS. 4-5. As noted previously, the flex links consist of the portion, \( L \), of the flex link precursor species that is left once all hydrolysable bonds have been severed, leaving the terminal silicons free to interact and copolymerize during the hydrolysis/condensation reactions that propagate and form the silica network.

In FIG. 5, flex links are provided between adjacent secondary particles in conjunction with the incorporation of aminoalkyl functional groups decorated over the surfaces of secondary particles. Of course, terminal hydroxyl groups also will be present on the surfaces of the secondary particles, however these are not illustrated. The surface-bound aminoalkyl groups (or other non-native functional groups if so-incorporated) can be further reacted with a polymer or a polymerizable species, or other species that can serve as a base for linking or forming a polymer chain to the secondary particle surfaces as part of a polymer cross-linking structure between secondary particle strands in the solid silica network. Hence, while the flex links impart a degree of increased flexibility to the resulting aerogel, a polymer cross-linking structure (in the form of a conformal coating) can be used either to provide additional physical strength to the aerogel or enhance the flexibility depending on the nature of polymer (an elastic polymer structure, for example). It may even be possible to enhance both strength and flexibility. It is reiterated that while the solid silica network itself may be considered a 'polymer' produced from the copolymerization of TMOS, APTES (or other functionalized silica precursor) and the flex link precursor species, the term 'polymer' is reserved herein to refer to different, preferably organic, polymeric species or chains, non-native to a ceramic oxide network, that link or which are provided to cross-link that ceramic oxide network. The term 'cross-link' and cognate terms such as 'cross-linked,' 'cross-linking' and the like herein refer to linkages composed of polymeric structures non-native to the ceramic oxide network that extend between or link, or which are provided to link, different portions or points within that ceramic oxide network, either from native OH groups at the surfaces of secondary aerogel particles or from other, non-native functional groups provided at those surfaces, such as amine (e.g. aminopropyl) groups.

Whether or not it includes non-native functional groups at the secondary-particle surfaces (through incorporation of functionalized silica precursor species into the reaction mixture), the gel that is produced following the synthesis (hydrolysis and condensation) reactions is initially in the form of a sol gel or 'wet' gel whose porous structure is filled with the hydrolysis solvent, hydrolysis reaction byproducts (such as MeOH from TMOS, EtOH from the ethoxy groups of APTES as well as from TEOS if used, etc.) and other unconsumed species. If desired, at this point the wet gel can be cross-linked using a suitable polymer species or precursor (such as an appropriate monomer) to produce a conformal polymer cross-linked coating as referred to above. For example, the functional (amino) groups on the surfaces of the secondary particles can be reacted with an appropriate monomer or other species for forming or linking to a compatible polymer chain. Several different embodiments for providing such a conformal polymer cross-linked coating are described below.

In one embodiment a diisocyanate can be linked to the terminal amino groups on the surfaces of the secondary particles via a urea linkage according to equation (1) if the gel has been functionalized with amino groups.

\[
\text{Si}-(\text{CH}_3)_3-\text{NH}_2 + \text{Diisocyanate} \rightarrow \text{Si}-(\text{CH}_3)_3-\text{NH}-\text{C}-\text{NH}-\text{R}-\text{NCO} + \text{Urea linkage}
\]

The resulting terminal isocyanate group, now attached to the secondary particle surface via the urea linkage, can be reacted (polymerized) with additional polyisocyanate groups to produce a polyurea polymer structure, e.g. as in Eq. 2.

\[
\text{Si}-(\text{CH}_3)_3-\text{NH}-\text{C}-\text{NH}-\text{R}-\text{NCO} + (\text{OCN}-\text{R}-\text{NCO})_n \rightarrow \text{Si}-(\text{CH}_3)_3-\text{NH}-\text{C}-\text{NH}-\text{R}-\text{NCO}
\]

To drive this polymerization reaction water adsorbed on the silica surfaces is sufficient. The terminal isocyanate group in the product of Eq. 2 above likewise can be reacted with an amino group at the surface of the same or a different secondary particle to produce a polyurea linkage or 'cross-link' between two different secondary particles, for example between adjacent secondary particles in the neck region between them, or between different sites on the same secondary particle, Eq. 3.
Alternatively, the above polymerization (cross-linking) reactions can be carried out with an isocyanate that is greater than 2-functional (i.e., having more than two functional NCO groups). For example, 3- and 4-functional isocyanates also can be used. It will be understood that just as in conventional polyurethane chemistry where isocyanates are prevalent, the greater the isocyanate functionality the more highly branched the resulting cross-linking polymeric structure will be, and consequently the more rigid and inflexible the resulting cross-linked ceramic oxide (silica) network may become. However, in applications where flexibility is of little concern, highly branched cross-linking structures may be desired to impart greater strength to the ultimate silica aerogel product (produced after the cross-linked sol gel is dried). This added strength will come at a cost in terms of a small increase in weight, however, because a more highly cross-linked aerogel will be more dense compared to uncross-linked aerogel. Alternatively, the degree of branching, regulated by isocyanate concentration, can be controlled in conjunction with the degree of introduced flexibility, regulated by the concentration of flex-link precursor in the network-synthesis reaction, to achieve an appropriate balance of the two effects and produce an aerogel having tunable or application-specific physical properties. Co-reactants can also be used with the 2-3- or 4-functional isocyanates to enhance flexibility. For example, OH-terminated glycols or amine-terminated ethylene oxides will co-react with the isocyanates to produce more flexible polymer cross-links.

In all of the above alternatives, polyurea chains that make up the polymer cross-linking may be linked together via branched polyurea chains, with the degree of branched linkages between the polymer chains depending in part on whether a 2-, 3- or 4-functional isocyanate is used for polymerization. Alternatively, mixtures of polyfunctional (2-, 3- and/or 4-functional) isocyanates also can be used. It will be further recognized there is the potential for additional cross-linking involving further reaction of secondary amine (—NH—) groups in polyurea to form tertiary amines (—N<) (allephanates and biurets, respectively), as is common to all polyurethanes. Still further, if appropriate side groups are provided on the flexible linkages as mentioned above, then the polyisocyanate or other cross-linking structure may be linked directly to the flexible linkages as well.

In the immediately foregoing reactions, ‘R’ can be any group or moiety to which one or multiple —N—C—O groups can be attached, as the individual case may be. For example, ‘R’ can be or include a straight or branched alkyl or aryl group, aromatic group, olefinic group, or any combination of this, with or without additional functional species, so long as such additional functional species will not intolerably interfere with the formation of urea linkages between isocyanate groups on different monomers, or between an isocyanate group and a surface-bound amine group in the ceramic oxide network. It is contemplated that ‘R’ can be provided or designed to impart additional desirable characteristics to the resulting polymer cross-linked ceramic oxide aerogel, for example incorporating additive functional groups as described more fully below.

As a further example, a polyepoxide also can be linked to a terminal amino groups on the surfaces of a secondary particles via an epoxy linkage as shown in Eq. (4).

In Eq. 4, a trifunctional epoxide (N,N'-diglycidyl-4-glycidyloxyaniline) is reacted with the terminal amino group at the surface of the secondary particle. This results in a difunctional epoxide moiety attached to a secondary particle surface. Each of the epoxide groups of this difunctional epoxide moiety in the product of Eq. 4 can react (polymerize) with a) a yet-unreacted terminal amino group at the surface of the same or a different secondary particle, the latter resulting in inter-particle cross-linking, or b) at temperatures above 150° C., other epoxide groups attached to the surface of the same or a different secondary particle. An exemplary mechanism involving the difunctional epoxide product in Eq. 4 bound to each of two secondary particles, and a third secondary particle having an as-yet unreacted surface-bound amino group, is illustrated in Eq. 5.
A cross-linked epoxy polymeric network is produced via epoxy linkages between epoxide groups on different polyepoxide monomers (at temperatures above 150°C), as well as between such groups and surface-bound terminal amino groups within the ceramic oxide particle network. (Epoxies also will react with SiOH surface groups, although to a much lesser extent.) The result is an epoxy cross-linked solid ceramic oxide (silica) network, in the form of a wet gel whose pore structure is saturated with the solvent used to carry out the epoxy polymerization reactions. Analogous with the polyisocyanate network discussed above, an epoxy polymeric network will provide epoxy linkages or ‘cross-links’ between different secondary particles, for example between adjacent secondary particles in the neck region between them, or between different sites on the same secondary particle. At elevated temperatures or in the presence of catalyst, branched epoxy linkages between epoxy polymer chains are also possible. Under conditions that have been employed to produce the epoxy cross-linked silica networks described here (no catalyst and relatively low temperatures), epoxides do not typically form large networks or chains of epoxy oligomer (monomer). Hence, under these conditions the resulting epoxy cross-linked silica network is primarily an epoxy monolayer over the surface of the secondary particle strands (pearl necklaces).

The foregoing discussion has been provided with respect to several specific di- and tri-functional polyepoxides. However, it will be understood that other polyfunctional epoxides having the general form:

It will be understood that the exemplary mechanism shown in Eq. 5 is merely illustrative of numerous combinations of epoxide-epoxide and epoxide-amine reactions that are possible to produce a three dimensional polymeric epoxy network structure. In addition, it will be understood that di-, tri-, or other polyfunctional epoxides also can be used, or combinations of them with each other or with tri-functional epoxides such as the one described above. For example, the following polymer network architecture using 1,3-diglyceridloxybenzene as a difunctional epoxide monomer, Eq. 6, also is within the scope of the invention:
also could be used, where \( R' \) is or can be or include any structure compatible with the epoxy cross-linking chemistry, similarly as described above.

In still a further example of another polymeric cross-linking architecture, a styrene-containing species also can be linked to the terminal amino groups on the surfaces of the secondary particles via an appropriate linkage. The attached styrene group then can be reacted (polymerized) with other styrene-containing monomers to produce a polystyrene cross-linked polymeric network. For example, Eq. (7) below illustrates a reaction for attaching a styrene group to a surface-bound terminal amino group attached to a secondary particle of the ceramic oxide network.

\[
\text{Secondary particle} + \text{Aminopropyl group} + \text{Styrene} \rightarrow \text{Polystyrene linkage}
\]

In Eq. 7, the styrene-containing species used to attach the styrene group to the terminal amine is 4-vinylbenzyl chloride, which contains a styrene moiety as shown in Eq. 7. This species is convenient because the terminal chloride reacts readily with the amine to link the amine and the residual p-methylstyrene moiety, producing HCl as a byproduct. In addition, other suitable styrene-containing species, having other functional groups that will react with the amino group to attach the styrene group to the ceramic oxide, can be used.

It will be understood that Eq. 8 is merely illustrative of a possible polystyrene cross-linking mechanism using native, non-functionalized styrene monomer to provide the polymeric cross-links. The actual cross-linked polystyrene network produced through polymerization of styrene monomers will include polystyrene chains of varying length depending on the concentration of additional monomer, extending between amino groups at the surfaces of different secondary particles, as well as between such groups attached to the surface of the same secondary particle. As with the previously described cross-linking species, polystyrene chains also may be provided between two adjacent secondary particles linked at a neck region in the same strand, as well as between different secondary particles in the same or in different strands. Also, alternatively to non-functionalized styrene monomer, other functionalized styrene-containing monomicer species (e.g. of the form \( R-[\text{styrene}] \), or \( R-[\text{styrene}]_n \)) also could be used. Similarly as before, \( R' \) can be or include any structure compatible with styrene polymerization to produce a polystyrene cross-linking architecture. Examples of styrene-containing monomeric species that have been successfully used to produce polystyrene cross-linked silica aerogels are 4-vinylbenzyl chloride and pentafluorostyrene, as well as mixtures thereof. It will be understood that to produce a branched polystyrene network, it may be necessary or desirable to incorporate at least some functionalized styrene-containing monomers, or otherwise monomers containing at least two styrene groups. Otherwise, pure, non-functionalized styrene may produce primarily straight and unbranched polystyrene chains as known in the art.
Also, generally it is desirable to utilize a radical initiator species to induce styrene polymerization. In the mechanism illustrated in Eq. 8, azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) is employed as a radical initiator. However, other suitable radical initiators can be employed, e.g., peroxo-based initiators including benzoyl peroxide can also be utilized under similar thermal conditions to obtain the polymerization.

As a further example, a polyamic acid also can be linked to terminal amino groups on the surfaces of the secondary particles via an anhydride linkage as shown in Eq. (9).

In Eq. 9, a polyamic acid terminated with anhydride is reacted with terminal amino groups at the surface of the secondary particles. This results in amic acid moieties attached to secondary particle surfaces. Each of the anhydride groups shown in Eq. 9 can be reacted (polymerized) with a yet-unreacted terminal amino group at the surface of the same or a different secondary particle. Subsequent heating at temperatures of 150-200°C promotes imidization giving a thermo-oxidatively stable cross-link. Incorporation of a tri-

Examples of X and Y:

R₁ = H, CH₃, CF₃, alkyl, phenyl; R₂ = H, CH₃, CF₃, alkyl, phenyl; R₃ = H, CH₁, CF₃, alkyl, phenyl; R₄ = H, CH₃, CF₃, alkyl, phenyl; R₅ = H, alkyl, hexafluoroisopropylidene, methylene, oxygen; R₆ = H, alkyl, hexafluoroisopropylidene, methylene, oxygen.
functional amine in the polyamic acid as shown in Eq. 10 allows n attachments of surface amines to anhydrides along oligomer backbones. solvents, etc. compatible with the solid ceramic oxide network. However, except for terminal hydroxyl groups, ceramic oxides are highly stable, inert materials, so there will be few

In addition to cross-linking the ceramic oxide via the isocyanate-, epoxy- and styrene-based polymer chains described above, other polymer architectures also could be used for cross-linking. The first step will be to select an appropriate base species or monomer to be attached to the ceramic oxide to support the desired polymer architecture. For example, a moiety including a free carboxylic acid group can be attached to the ceramic oxide if it is desired to produce a polyester cross-linking architecture. Alternatively, other functional groups also could be decorated to the ceramic oxide network, such as other olefins (polyolefin cross-linking architecture), alkyl or aryl halides (polybenzoxazole cross-linking), ketones or aldehydes (polybenzimidazole cross-linking), ethers (polyether cross-linking), etc. It should be evident that once the appropriate base or monomeric species has been decorated to the ceramic oxide network's internal surfaces, cross-linking is a matter of performing essentially the conventional cross-linking reactions, using conventional reaction conditions, associated species (such as catalysts and initiators), solvents, etc., with care taken to select conditions, instances where selection of appropriate cross-linking species and/or conditions will be impacted by the particular ceramic oxide sol gel to be polymer cross-linked.

It also will be evident that attachment of the desired base or monomeric species to the ceramic oxide network, e.g. to decorate the particle surfaces of such network with the functional groups that will support the desired cross-linking chemistry, will be a matter of routine based on the present disclosure. Broadly, one selects or designs a molecule having the desired reactive species to support cross-linking via the desired architecture, but also having another reactive site that can be used to attach the molecule (having the reactive species) to the ceramic oxide network. In the case of amine-decorated silica as above, the mentioned functional group is an amine, and the other reactive site should be reactive with such terminal hydroxyl groups to produce an analogous result. It will be understood that the cross-linking sup-
portive functional group and the other reactive site to attach the molecule to the ceramic oxide network can be the same (as for the polyfunctional epoxides described above), or they can be different (as for 4-vinylbenzyl chloride, also described above). In addition to the polymerizable moieties on the monomeric species used to cross-link the surface-bound functional groups either present or incorporated into a ceramic oxide network, such species also can have other chemical moieties effective to impart a desired property to the finished polymer cross-linked ceramic oxide aerogel composition. For example, any of the aforementioned monomeric species (epoxides, styrenes and isocyanates), as well as other monomeric species capable to support other cross-linking architectures, can have, e.g., attached phosphate group(s), which are known to impart flame retardant qualities to materials. As a further example, conducting polymers having free valence electrons capable to act as charge carriers can be incorporated into the monomeric species to impart a degree of electrical conductivity to the finished aerogel. As a still further example, catalytic species also can be incorporated in this manner. Other groups or moieties capable to impart other desired physical, chemical, electrical, magnetic, non-linear optical or other properties also can be incorporated in this manner, which incorporation would be within the ability of a person having ordinary skill in the art. Such groups that can be so incorporated into the polymer cross-linked aerogels through incorporation in monomeric (polymerizable) species used for cross-linking are broadly referred to herein as 'additive functional groups' because they impart added characteristics to the final aerogel. Alternatively, such groups can be added either by post-gellation treatment, or by post-cross-linking treatment with appropriate attachable molecules.

It is to be noted that numerous other species, moieties and/or side groups may be incorporated into the monomers that produce the selected polymer cross-linking architecture, similar to those described above for the flex-link precursors. For example, fire-retardant or other side-groups may be incorporated so that the polymer conformal coating will possess desirable properties and impart them to the overall aerogel. Similar considerations as mentioned above with respect to tuning the flexible linkages also will apply when designing and/or selecting appropriate cross-linking monomers and architecture. For example, while the flexible linkages described above can affect the flexibility of the underlying ceramic-oxide network, a degree of additional flexibility can also be introduced into the polymer conformal coating described here.

A mixture of different monomeric species having different overall structures also can be used to produce the polymer cross-linking structure for an aerogel so long as the different monomers have common or compatible polymerizable moieties; e.g., a styrene moiety or an epoxy moiety, etc. For example, the degree of flexibility of a polymer cross-linked ceramic oxide aerogel will depend, among other things, on the prevalence of rotatable bonds in the cross-linked polymer structure. Much rotation is possible for carbon-carbon or carbon-heteroatom single bonds in a polymer chain. Alternatively, higher order (double or triple) carbon-carbon bonds, a high degree of cross-linking as well as aromatic rings in the polymer chain do not permit significant rotation. Consequently, a polymer network composed primarily of highly cross-linked isocyanate (polyurea), or based on highly unsaturated monomers (significant degree of higher order bonds), will produce a relatively rigid, inflexible cross-linking structure. If it is nonetheless desired to produce a more flexible cross-linking structure, apart from the flexibility that is introduced to the underlying aerogel skeleton via the flex-links mentioned above, then a mixture of polysiloxane monomers, e.g. one monomer having few or no rotatable bonds and another having longer chains between cross-links, can be used, and their ratio tuned to achieve a desired degree of flexibility in the cross-linked polymer structure. Of course, the total available range of available flexibility may be constrained within broad limits based on the cross-linking architecture selected, but some degree of adjustment should be possible through this technique.

Conversely, a cross-linked network based on epoxy chains, having numerous other linkages, which permit a high degree of rotation, will be substantially more flexible, and its flexibility may depend on the proportion of other linkages in the network. Still further, ether linkages can be provided in other, non-epoxy monomers, such as polysiloxane monomers or polyimides using amine terminated polyalkyleneoxides in the polymer chain as shown in Eq. 9 above, to impart a greater degree of flexibility to the resulting cross-linking architecture as described above. At this point, it should be evident that a person having ordinary skill in the art will be able to design a wide variety of cross-linking architectures, based on a variety of polymerizable species, additive functional groups, other structural linkages and moieties within the polymerizable species, etc., to produce aerogels having characteristics suitable to any number of potentially desirable applications. There is virtually no limit to the applications for the potential variety of polymer cross-linked ceramic oxide aerogels that could be prepared by a skilled person based on the present disclosure.

The polymer cross-linking described above imparts a conformal coating over the surfaces of the secondary particles of the ceramic network. This coating has been shown to improve the mechanical strength of the finished and dried ceramic aerogels, but it does not improve the flexibility of the underlying ceramic-oxide network. To improve flexibility of the underlying aerogel the flexible linkages described above are also incorporated by providing appropriate flexible linkage precursors into the synthesis reaction mixture as above described. As will by now be appreciated, according to this approach both flexible linkages and a polymer cross-linked conformal coating anchored to native —OH and/or non-native functional groups can be incorporated directly into the pearl-necklace strands of secondary particles.

While the foregoing descriptions have been provided with respect to a silica network, the above cross-linking methods and methods to incorporate flex-links are not to be limited to silica, as the methods and reactions described herein to produce a cross-linked ceramic oxide and ceramic oxides having greater flexibility are also applicable to other ceramic oxides. For example, the methods and reactions described herein also could be used to produce other polymer cross-linked ceramic oxides, and ceramic oxides with improved flexibility, including but not limited to titania, vanadia, manganesia, zirconia, ruthenia, alumina, iron oxide, indium (indium oxide), yttria, europia, etc., (which can be represented as TiO₂, VO₃, MnO₂, ZrO₂, RuO₂, Al₂O₃, Fe₂O₃, In₂O₃, Y₂O₃, Eu₂O₃, etc., respectively). All of these ceramic oxides will have terminal hydroxyl groups present on internal surfaces thereof, which form the respective ceramic oxides and define their mesoporous networks. Accordingly, all of these, as well as other ceramic oxides, can be cross-linked as described herein by using the surface-bound hydroxyl groups to attach the desired moiety to support the chosen cross-linking architecture. Alternatively, other ceramic oxides besides silica also can be produced having non-hydroxyl functional groups decorated to the internal surfaces thereof. Specifically, such other...
ceramic oxides can be produced via appropriate reactions analogous to the TMOS-APTES hydrolysis reaction for producing amine-decorated silica, with suitable ceramic oxide precursors based on the associated metallic or semimetallic element, “Z,” having leaving groups attached to a central Z atom via reactive or reaction-labile bonds, and functional groups attached via non-reactive or non-reaction-labile bonds. For example, an alkoxy-Z and a functionalized ZOx precursor species (a generic ceramic oxide being represented as ZOx), having at least one functional group attached to the Z-atom via a non-reactive bond can be prepared by persons having ordinary skill in the art for the desired metallic or nonmetallic “Z” atom, and copolymerized via a sol gel process employing an appropriate reaction for producing a gelled ceramic oxide network decorated with the desired functional group. Alternatively, the ceramic oxide mesoporous network can be decorated with appropriate functional groups by post-gellation treatment with molecules having the desired functional groups that will support cross-linking via the desired chemistry, but also having another reactive site that can be used to attach the molecule (having the reactive species) to the ceramic oxide network, or one containing flex linkages and exhibiting improved flexibility as described herein. In that regard, such reactive site that can be used to attach said molecule to the ceramic oxide network can be based on the same metallic or semimetallic element “Z” as the ceramic oxide mesoporous network, or another element. For example, the mesoporous surfaces of a metallic or semimetallic ceramic oxide mesoporous network can be decorated with amines by post-gellation treatment with APTES, or it can be modified with styrene by post-gellation treatment with p-trimethoxyxilyl styrene.

In addition, the flex-links mentioned herein, or analogous ones based on other metallic or semi-metallic elements, could likewise be incorporated into ceramic oxides based on other metallic or semi-metallic elements using the methodology herein described. For example, whereas the flex link precursor to be incorporated into the synthesis reaction for a silica aerogel may be:

\[(\text{R})_2\text{Si} - [-\text{C(R')_2}_n] \rightarrow \text{Si}-\text{Si}(\text{R})_2\]

the analogous molecule may be incorporated into the synthesis reaction (with or without retained R' groups as described above) for other ceramic oxides, wherein Si is simply replaced by the corresponding metallic or semi-metallic element.

It is expected that not all metal and semimetal oxide mesoporous networks will be amenable to all these methods, and it is recognized and expected that some experimentation may be necessary to determine whether functionalized wet gel networks based on other, non-Si metallic or semimetallic elements can be prepared via sol gel chemistry to produce a gelled solid network. In addition, some ceramic oxides may require acid or base catalysis, different reaction conditions such as high temperature for endothermic reactions, low temperature for highly exothermic reactions, appropriate solvents, etc. However, such experimentation is well within the ability of a person having ordinary skill in the art, and will be routine based on the present disclosure once the desired ceramic oxide, the functional groups to be decorated thereto and the flex-link species have been identified for producing an aerogel with the desired properties. While some experimentation may be necessary to identify appropriate flexible linkages and precursors for them in a specific case, this will be within the capabilities of a person of ordinary skill in the art who has reviewed the present disclosure. For example, a matrix may be set up containing a variety of different proposed flex-link precursors for a particular ceramic aerogel, wherein individual candidate flex links have variable chain lengths, degrees of unsaturation, side groups, ether linkages, aromatic character, etc. Through routine testing, optimization of a ceramic oxide aerogel having appropriate flex-link character could be achieved, and appropriate flex links identified.

Regardless of whether any polymeric architecture is used to provide polymeric cross-linking, and of what ceramic oxide is employed, once the wet gel with flexible linkages is formed (and cross-linked) the next step is to remove the liquid (solvent) from that network to produce a dried aerogel. Conventionally, aerogels are prepared from the corresponding wet gel via a CO₂ exchange and supercritical drying procedure as described previously. While a polymer cross-linked conformal coating as described has been shown to improve aerogel strength, it has still been necessary to dry the cross-linked gels via the supercritical CO₂-mediated process, or in limited cases via solvent exchange through multiple steps to low-surface-interactive solvents such as pentane, to avoid pore-structure collapse and shrinkage as described above. As will become evident in one of the following examples, the incorporation of flexible linkages as herein described into a silica aerogel has been shown to permit air drying of the wet gel into its dried aerogel state without the use of supercritical CO₂ or solvent exchanges to special solvents and without any perceptible shrinkage or pore collapse. Accordingly, the combination of a polymer cross-linked aerogel that also includes flexible linkages as described herein is believed to simultaneously meet two distinct needs with respect to making aerogels more robust for commercial and industrial applications:

1. The conformal polymer coating imparts greater strength to the aerogels, making them strong enough to withstand mechanical loads they are likely to encounter during use; and
2. The flexible linkages impart greater flexibility, enabling the wet gels to be air dried without extended time-consuming supercritical CO₂ methodologies, as well as enabling the dried aerogels to withstand cyclic or opposing mechanical stresses or loads while lowering the risk of brittle fracture.

Certainly, aerogels incorporating both a polymeric conformal coating and flexible linkages as herein described have been shown to exhibit high mechanical strength and, simultaneously, substantial green strength prior to cross-linking as well as improved flexibility and a substantially reduced tendency for brittle failure after cross-linking, as the following examples demonstrate.

In a preferred embodiment, a ceramic oxide network as herein described (such as a silica network) includes both flexible linkages and a polymeric coating linked to surface-bound non-hydroxyl functional groups. In the case of a silica network, the co-hydrolysis of greater than 50 wt. % total a) functionalized silica precursor species (e.g. VTMS or APTES) and b) flexible linkage precursor species (e.g. BTMSH), with the balance being unfunctionalized silica precursor, wherein all weight percentages are based solely on the total silanes present, can produce dried aerogels that exhibit a significant degree of recovery following compressive strain. When the total of functionalized silica precursor species and flexible linkage precursor species is above 66% (based on total silanes), almost total recovery of compressive strain following compression has been observed for certain dried aerogels. Preferably, the ceramic-oxide network is prepared from 50-100 wt. % total functionalized precursor species and flexible-linkage precursor species, wherein the reaction mixture includes at least 10 wt. % (more preferably at least 12 wt. %, 14 wt. % or 16 wt. %) flexible-linkage precursor and at least 1 wt. % (more preferably at least 5 wt. % or 10 wt. %) functionalized ceramic-oxide precursor species. In case the total of flexible-linkage precursor species and ceramic-oxide precursor species do not sum to 100 wt. % of total silanes, the balance is unfunctionalized ceramic-oxide precursor species,
which does not include moieties retained on the metallic/semi-metallic element following the network-synthesis reactions. Most preferably, the total of functionalized ceramic-oxide precursor species and flexible-linkage precursor species is at least 66 wt. %, balance (if any) unfunctionalized ceramic-oxide precursor species. In the case of a silica network, an exemplary embodiment includes 0-90 wt. % unfunctionalized silica precursor species (e.g. TMOS, TEOS), and 50-100 wt. %, more preferably 66-100 wt. %, total functionalized silica precursor species (e.g. APTES, VTMS) and flexible-linkage precursor (e.g. BTMSH, bis(trimethoxysilyl)proplyamine).

Further aspects of the present invention will be illustrated and understood in the context of the following examples, which are provided by way of illustration and not limitation.

**EXAMPLE 1**

Polystyrene Cross-linked Aerogels with 1,6-Bis(trimethoxysilyl)hexane Flex-Link

An experiment was performed to incorporate flexible linkages into a functionalized aerogel, wherein vinyl functionality was also incorporated at the secondary particle surfaces and used as an anchor to support polystyrene cross-linking of the aerogel. Thus, the resulting aerogel incorporated both flexible linkages and a polymer cross-linked conformal coating as described herein. Numerous samples were prepared to demonstrate the effect of varying the reactant concentrations on the resulting aerogel properties. To prepare the gels, the following components were combined in a reaction mixture using ethanol as the solvent to carry out the network-synthesis reaction via hydrolysis and condensation:

- A flexible-linkage precursor (e.g. BTMSH, bis(trimethoxysilyl)proplyamine)
- Functionalized ceramic-oxide precursor species (e.g. TMOS, TEOS), and flexible-linkage precursor (e.g. BTMSH, bis(trimethoxysilyl)proplyamine)

The total moles of silane (the sum of all three of the above components) were varied from 0.44 mol/l to 1.90 mol/l as shown in Table 1. The amount of VTMS was varied from 22.85 to 57.05 mol % of the total silane. The amount of BTMSH flex-link precursor was varied from 0 to 34.21 mol % of the total silane. The watersilane mole ratio ranged from 7.5 to 8.7 depending on the composition (water is the hydrolysis reactant). Ammonium hydroxide (NH₄OH) was added to catalyze the hydrolysis reactions and was kept constant at 1.00 ml for every 100 ml solution of the final mixture. For each sample, the silica gels were prepared by combining the three silane components with water and catalyst in the proportions listed below in table 1. In Table 1, only the mol percentages of BTMSH and VTMS are given, with the understanding that the balance of total silane in each sample is TMOS.

As a typical example, sample 21 from Table 1 was prepared from 1.37 mol/L of total silane, wherein the total silane included 32.83 mol % BTMSH, 38.30 mol % VTMS and balance TMOS. To prepare each sample, each of the silane components was provided from a solution of that component (based mg/cm²), recoveries were determined for each sample. The gels were aged for 24 hours. After heating, the gels were washed once more with fresh McOH or EtOH and allowed to rest for 24 hours. The resulting wet gels, now in chlorobenzene solution, were mixed in appropriate proportions to achieve the total moles silane and the silane concentrations reported in Table 1. The resulting mixed silane solution was cooled to below 0°C in an acetone dried ice bath. A basic solution consisting of 1.00 ml NH₄OH, balance water was then added to each mixed silane solution so that each reaction mixture totaled 100 ml. The resulting reaction mixtures were thoroughly mixed together before being poured into 20-ml plastic syringe molds. Wet gel monoliths formed within 15 minutes to 1 day, and were aged for 24 hours. After aging, the gels were extracted into fresh MeOH or EtOH and allowed to rest for 24 hours. The gels were washed once more with fresh MeOH or EtOH and then solvent-exchanged to chlorobenzene in three wash steps.

The resulting wet gels, now in chlorobenzene solution, were polymer cross-linked as follows. Styrene solution was prepared from a 50/50 wt % solution of styrene monomer in chlorobenzene. Final formulated molecular weight (MW), ranging from 1000 to 5000 g/mol, was controlled by the number of moles of polymerization initiator, 2,2’-Azobis(2-methylpropanitrite) (AIBN), that was introduced. All gels were soaked in the styrene mixture for 3 days, and then washed with fresh chlorobenzene, followed by heat treatment at about 70-75°C for 24 hours. After heating, the gels were again washed with chlorobenzene twice before solvent exchanging with acetone. The cross-linked gels were then supercritically dried with liquid carbon dioxide (CO₂). Measured physical properties of each dried aerogel monolith are also provided in Table 1.

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Total silane</th>
<th>BMTSH, mol % (based on total silane)</th>
<th>VTMS, mol % (based on total silane)</th>
<th>Styrene, % of dried aerogel</th>
<th>Density, mg/cm³</th>
<th>Porosity, % of dried aerogel</th>
<th>Modulus, MPa of dried aerogel</th>
<th>% non-recoverable strain of dried aerogel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>17.84</td>
<td>23.89</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>326.84</td>
<td>76.78</td>
<td>17.54</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>31.55</td>
<td>52.38</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>175.37</td>
<td>85.90</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>41.67</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data from Table 1 was analyzed using multiple linear regression analysis to create empirical models representing the relationships between the variables and the measured responses, with selected results shown in FIG. 6. In that figure, the clear response surfaces represent predicted density or porosity of aerogels incorporating 34% BMTSH, VTMS, and styrene MW at 5000 (total silane=1.75 mol/L) show the modulus from compression graphed vs. VTMS and BTMSH concentration. At styrene MW set to 5000 (gray surfaces), the decrease in modulus from 0% to 34% BTMSH concentration caused the modulus to decrease much more when styrene MW was set to 1000 (clear surfaces), while at styrene MW set to 5000 (gray surfaces), the decrease in modulus from 0% to 34% BTMSH was much smaller.

Graphs of response surface models for unrecoverable compressive strain showed significant effects of BTMSH concentration and the styrene molecular weight. Increasing BTMSH concentration caused an increase in modulus, while increasing VTMS and BTMSH concentration decreased modulus. There appeared to be a synergistic effect of BTMSH concentration and the styrene molecular weight. Increasing BTMSH concentration caused modulus to decrease much more when styrene MW was set to 1000 (clear surfaces), while at styrene MW set to 5000 (gray surfaces), the decrease in modulus from 0% to 34% BTMSH was much smaller.

* Not measured
At least 66 mol % was needed when total silane was at a low and styrene high. When both styrene FMW and total silane concentration were low, nonrecoverable strain was never lower than 5.5%.

Thus, the physical properties of the silica aerogel were varied based on varying the concentrations of the reactants for making the gel, (functionalized, unfunctionalized and flex-link precursor silane species) and correspondingly the degree of cross-linking and flex-linkage incorporation in the resulting aerogel.

**EXAMPLE 2**

**Air Dried Aerogels that Exhibit No or Negligible Shrinkage or Fracture**

Typically, conventional aerogels require supercritical fluid extraction of the solvent in order to maintain the gel’s porous network in the final product. Ambiently dried gels (“aerogels”) typically collapse and shrink, giving a much more dense material. However, it has been observed that by adding 30-50 mol % of a flex-link additive, gels can be air-dried at ambient pressure without observable shrinkage or fracture. Specifically, two monoliths were prepared similarly as in Example 1 above, wherein the total silane included 32.83 mol % BTMSH as the flex-link precursor, 36.3 mol % VTMS as the functionalized silica precursor and balance TMOS as the unfunctionalized silica precursor, in 1.37 mol/L total silane. One of the monoliths was dried using the conventional supercritical CO2-mediated drying procedure, wherein the reaction solvent is exchanged with liquid CO2, which is then converted directly into the supercritical state. The other monolith was allowed to dry in room air at atmospheric (ambient) pressure, with no special drying treatment. The two samples are shown in FIG. 10, wherein the sample on the left was ambiently dried and the sample on the right was dried via the supercritical CO2 process. As can be clearly observed, both of the samples have similar size and density, indicating that no appreciable shrinkage occurred in the air-dried monolith.

**EXAMPLE 3**

**Di-Isocyanate Cross-Linked Aerogels with 1,6-Bis(Trimethoxysilyl)Hexane as Flexible Link**

Use of a flex-link in the underlying silica gel backbone is also demonstrated using a combination of TMOS, BTMSH and APTES with a di-isocyanate monomer (Desmodur N3200) to produce polymeric cross-linking from amine groups at the secondary-particle surfaces. The structures of the three silane species are reproduced below for convenience.

- \(\text{CH}_3\text{O}—\text{Si}—\text{CH}_3\)
- \(\text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{O}—\text{Si}—\text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{NH}_2\)
- \(\text{OCH}_2\text{CH}_3\) (TMOS)
- \((\text{CH}_3\text{O})_2\text{Si}—(\text{CH}_3)_8\text{Si}—(\text{OCH}_3)_3\) (BTMSH)
- \(\text{CH}_2\text{O}—\text{Si}—\text{CH}_3\)

The total moles of silane (the sum of the above three components) were varied from 0.25 M to 0.75 M as shown in Table 2. The amount of APTES was held constant at 17.5 mol % while BTMSH was varied from 10 to 50 mol % of the total silane. The balance total silane in each sample was thus TMOS. The amount of di-isocyanate was varied from 10 to 30 w/w % of solution. The water:silane mole ratio was held constant at 7 for each reaction.

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BTMSH, mol %, based on total silane</th>
<th>Total silane, mol/L</th>
<th>N3200 conc, w/w %</th>
<th>Bulk Density g/cc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The silica gels were prepared by combining a solution of the three silane components with water. No additional catalyst was required as APTES provided sufficient base functionality to catalyze hydrolysis. To prepare the reaction mixture for each sample, the three silane components were combined according to the respective proportions for each sample in acetonitrile solvent and the mixed silane solution was then cooled to below 0°C in an acetone-dried ice bath. Water was then added to the cooled mixed silane solution to make up a total of 100 ml reaction mixture for each sample. The resulting mixtures were thoroughly mixed together before being poured into 20-ml plastic syringe molds. Wet gel monoliths formed within 15 to 30 minutes, and were aged for 24 hours. After aging, the gels were extracted into fresh AcN and allowed to rest for 24 hours. The gels were washed three more times with fresh AcN. The gels were then loaded into a 30 wt. % N3200 di-isocyanate for 24 hours, washed with fresh AcN, and heated at about 70°C for 24 hours. After heating, the gel samples were washed with AcN three times before supercritical drying with carbon dioxide (CO2).

Densities of each monolith were measured, and density data was modeled using multiple linear regression analysis. Plots of the resulting response surface models for density graphed vs. total silane and BTMSH concentration are shown in FIG. 11. As seen in the figure, density increased with increasing total silane and di-isocyanate concentration. Furthermore, when total silane concentration was low (0.25 mol/L), density decreased with increasing amounts of BTMSH, while at high total silane, density increased with increasing amounts of BTMSH.

Though mechanical properties were not measured for the di-isocyanate cross-linked aerogels, handling the monoliths suggested that those containing high concentrations of the flex-link additive exhibit recoverable compression comparable to the styrene cross-linked aerogels described in Example 1 above. In addition, wet gels before cross-linking were easier to handle, resulting in less breakage on extraction from molds. FIG. 12 shows wet silica gels made from a formulation similar to run 8 in this Example, prior to drying. As can be clearly seen from the figure, the gels exhibited a surprising amount of flexibility and could be bent and manipulated into various conformations without breaking.
Polyurethane Cross-Linked Aerogels with Bis-(Trimethoxysilylpropyl)-Amine as Flexible Linkage

In this example, Bis(3-trimethoxysilylpropyl)amine, BTSPA, was used as both underlying flex-link and amine reactive site. Table 3 shows results of different formulations of silica aerogels, cross-linked with N3300A. The structures of both BTSPA and Desmodur N3300A are shown below.

For each sample in this Example, the appropriate mixture of BTSPA and TMOS (if any) in acetonitrile (ACN) was prepared to produce the compositions referenced in Table 3, and cooled to below 0°C. in an acetone dried ice bath. Thereafter, water was added to effect hydrolysis and condensation. The contents were thoroughly mixed before being poured into molds. Gelation occurred within minutes, and wet gels were aged for 24 hours. Once extracted, the gels were washed in acetonitrile four times before the cross-linking reaction was carried out.

Incorporating the flex link itself improved the handle-ability of the un-cross-linked gels before drying compared to gels with no flex-link. However, after supercritical drying, non-crosslinked gels tended to fall apart very easily. To cross-link the gels, they were soaked in a 30 w/w % solution of Desmodur N3300A, a trifunctional isocyanate, in acetonitrile for 24 hours, followed by heat treatment at 75°C. for 6 hours in fresh acetonitrile. The resulting cross-linked gels were washed 4 times with acetonitrile, and then supercritically dried with liquid CO2. After drying, elastic modulus and compression data were measured for each monolith and values are reported in Table 3.

TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>Total Si, mol/L</th>
<th>TMOS, mol %</th>
<th>BTSPA, mol %</th>
<th>Density, mg/cm3</th>
<th>Modulus, MPa</th>
<th>Unrecoverable strain, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>86.53</td>
<td>13.47</td>
<td>222.40</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>9.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>86.76</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>91.56</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>8.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>86.86</td>
<td>13.14</td>
<td>17.82</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>8.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>456.72</td>
<td>28.76</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>181.18</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from the data, aerogels prepared from 100 mol % BTSPA, with no unfunctionalized silica gel precursor, at all, produced aerogels with greater elastic recovery (lowest unrecoverable strain) compared to aerogels made with only 13 mol % BTSPA.

To illustrate, stress-strain curves for Run A (13.47% BTSPA) and Run E (100% BTSPA) are shown and compared in FIG. 13. Though Runs A and E had similar compressive moduli, Run E exhibited 9.8% unrecoverable strain while Run E nearly completely recovered when compressed to 25% strain. An optimization study using intermediate values of BTSPA with TMOS and higher total silane may allow for optimized samples with similar recovery and higher modulus as seen in the previous Examples.

As the above Examples demonstrate, the silica aerogels (and the corresponding wet gels) exhibit various physical properties (e.g., elastic modulus) that can be tuned through judicious selection of appropriate starting concentrations of the silane species used to synthesize the gels. In addition, the degree of additional strength and aerogel density can be varied by the degree of polymer cross-linking, which in turn may be regulated by the concentration of non-native functional groups incorporated at the secondary-particle surfaces as cross-link anchors, depending on the selected cross-linking chemistry. Based on the foregoing teachings, a person of ordinary skill in the art will be led to numerous alternative embodiments not expressly disclosed herein but which fall within the scope of the invention and the present teachings. For example, it is expected that other aerogels besides those based on silica could be used, with flexible versions thereof prepared according to analogous methods as those disclosed herein. In addition, alternative flexible linkages may be selected, having varying degrees of chain length, functionality, etc., all of which may be used to tune the degree of flexibility or other desirable properties of a finished aerogel. The concentrations of the silane starting materials (both functionalized and unfunctionalized ceramic oxide precursors, as well as the flex link precursor species) also can be varied to achieve varying degrees of resulting physical properties. It is also contemplated that multiple (i.e. more than one) species of flex link precursor species may be incorporated, which will introduce flexible linkages of different chemistry and structure. These and other variations from the embodiments disclosed herein will be apparent to the person having ordinary skill in the art.

Although the hereinafore described embodiments of the invention constitute the preferred embodiments, it should be understood that modifications can be made thereto without departing from the scope of the invention as set forth in the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A ceramic-oxide network comprising a backbone of interconnected strands of first particles of ceramic oxide, and a plurality of flexible linkages dispersed, but not necessarily uniformly distributed in said backbone of said network, said flexible linkages linking adjacent ones of said first particles thereby segmenting said interconnected strands, said flexible linkages having the form

\[-M-L-M-\]

wherein:

M is a metallic or semi-metallic element common to the ceramic oxide network; and

L comprises a chain linkage between the opposing M atoms that has the form

\[-(X(R^2)_n)-\]
wherein:

X is a carbon atom in the chain between the opposing M atoms;

each $R^2$ is independently selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, substituted or unsubstituted alkyl groups, and substituted or unsubstituted aryl groups; and

n is a positive integer equal to or lower than 10.

2. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 1, said ceramic-oxide network being a silica network wherein M is Si.

3. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 2, at least one $R^2$ in said flexible linkage comprising a reaction site effective as an anchor for polymer cross-linking said network.

4. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 2, wherein L further comprises an atom other than C in the chain between the opposing M atoms.

5. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 2, wherein n is equal to or lower than 6.

6. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 5, at least one $R^2$ in said flexible linkage comprising a reaction site effective as an anchor for polymer cross-linking said network.

7. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 5, wherein L further comprises an atom other than C in the chain between the opposing M atoms.

8. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 1, said flexible linkages having the form $\text{Si-L-Si}$ and being provided from at least one flexible-linkage precursor selected from the group consisting of:

$$\text{Si} - \text{CH}_2(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{Si(OOR)}_3$$

9. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 1, said flexible linkages having the form $\text{Si-L-Si}$ wherein L comprises aromatic functionality.

10. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 1, said first particles having an average particle size greater than 5 nm and being made up of agglomerations of relatively smaller, tightly-packed second particles of ceramic-oxide having a particle size less than 2 nm, wherein said interconnected first-particle strands, segmented by said flexible linkages, define a mesoporosity of said ceramic-oxide network.

11. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 1, further comprising non-hydroxyl functional groups bound to surfaces of said first particles, said network of ceramic oxide particles being cross-linked via organic polymer chains that are attached to said first particles via reaction with at least a portion of said surface-bound non-hydroxyl functional groups.

12. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 11, said organic polymer chains being in the form of a substantially conformal polymer coating over said first-particle strands.

13. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 11, said flexible linkages comprising amine groups attached thereto, said organic polymer chains being further attached to said amine groups.

14. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 13, said ceramic-oxide network being a silica network, said flexible linkages having the form $\text{Si-L-Si}$ wherein L comprises aromatic functionality.

wherein:

n is equal to or lower than 6; and

said amine groups are provided in at least a portion of said $R^2$ groups or attached to Si atoms in said flexible linkages.
15. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 11, said non-hydroxyl functional groups comprising amines.

16. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 11, said organic polymer chains comprising polyurea chains.

17. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 11, said organic polymer chains being provided via copolymerization of at least two distinct monomeric species.

18. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 11, said interconnected first-particle strands defining a mesoporosity of said ceramic-oxide network, wherein the mesoporous network has a volume void fraction of at least 80%.

19. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 18, said volume void fraction being about or at least 95%.

20. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 11, said first particles being silica particles and said surface-bound non-hydroxyl functional groups comprising groups selected from the group consisting of amines and vinyl groups.

21. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 20, said organic polymer chains being in the form of a substantially conformal polymer coating over said first-particle strands, which polymer coating is attached to said first particles via linkages with said surface-bound non-hydroxyl functional groups.

22. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 11, said non-hydroxyl functional groups being selected from the group consisting of amines and vinyl groups.

23. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 1, said network being a silica wet gel that is sufficiently flexible that it can be bent into a plurality of different conformations without breaking.

24. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 1, said network being a silica wet gel produced from a reaction mixture comprising a tetraalkyloxysilicate, 1,6-bis(trimethoxysilyl)hexane as a precursor to said flexible linkages, and water in an organic solvent, said wet gel being produced from said reaction mixture via hydrolysis and condensation reactions.

25. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 1, said flexible linkages each comprising a hexane chain.

26. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 1, wherein n is equal to or lower than 6.

27. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 1, wherein n is equal to or lower than 6.

28. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 1, said flexible linkages having the form 

\[-\{(C(R^3)_{2})_n\}-\]

wherein n is equal to or lower than 6.

29. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 1, said flexible linkages having the form 

\[-\{-(CH_2)_{y}-\}-\]

30. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 1, said flexible linkages having the form 

\[-\{-(CH_2)_{y}-NH-(CH_2)_{y}-\}-\]

31. The ceramic-oxide network of claim 1, said flexible linkages having the form 

\[-\{-(CH_2)_{y}-S-(CH_2)_{y}-\}-\]

where n = 2 to 4.

32. A method of preparing a ceramic-oxide network, comprising copolymerizing a reaction mixture comprising at least one ceramic-oxide precursor species and at least one flexible-linkage precursor species comprising a metallic or semimetallic element bound to at least one moiety through a bond that is labile under conditions of said reaction(s) and at least one flexible-linkage precursor having the form 

\[(R)_3-M-L-M-(R')_{3},\]

wherein:

- M is a metallic or semimetallic element;
- each R is attached to the associated M atom via a bond that is labile under the conditions of said reaction(s) and is individually selected to be an alkoxy or other group that will not prevent said reaction(s);
- each R is independently selected from the group consisting of alkyl groups, and substituted or unsubstituted aryl groups; and
- n is a positive integer equal to or lower than 10;
- x and y are both integers with y being not less than 1, wherein the sum x+y is equal to the valence of M minus 1 and
- x' and y' are both integers with y' being not less than 1, wherein the sum x'+y' is equal to the valence of M minus 1.

33. The method of claim 32, said at least one ceramic-oxide precursor species comprising an unfunctionalized ceramic-oxide precursor species, wherein at least one moiety attached to a metallic or semimetallic atom thereof are attached via bonds that are labile under conditions of said reaction(s).

34. The method of claim 33, said at least one ceramic-oxide precursor species further comprising a functionalized ceramic-oxide precursor species, wherein at least one moiety comprising a non-hydroxyl functional moiety group is attached to a metallic or semimetallic atom thereof via a bond that is not labile under conditions of said reaction(s).

35. The method of claim 32, M being a metallic or semimetallic element common to said at least one ceramic-oxide precursor species.

36. The method of claim 32, said at least one ceramic-oxide precursor species comprising Si as the metallic or semimetallic element, M being Si, said flexible-linkage precursor having the form 

\[(R)_{3}-Si-(C(R^3)_{2})_{n}-Si-(R)_{3}\]

wherein each R is individually selected to be an alkoxy group.

37. The method of claim 36, wherein n is equal to or lower than 6.

38. The method of claim 32, said at least one flexible-linkage precursor comprising 1,6-bis(trimethoxysilyl)hexane.

39. The method of claim 32, further comprising providing non-hydroxyl functional groups over internal surfaces of said network, and linking at least a portion of said non-hydroxyl functional groups with an organic polymer.
40. The method of claim 39, said non-hydroxyl functional groups being selected from the group consisting of amines and vinyl groups.

41. The method of claim 40, said organic polymer comprising a polymer selected from the group consisting of polyurea, polystyrene and epoxy polymers.

42. The method of claim 39, said ceramic-oxide network being a silica network prepared through copolymerizing the following silanes:

50-100 wt. % total of a) functionalized silica precursor species selected from the group consisting of 3-amino-propyl triethoxysilane, vinyltrimethoxysilane and p-tri-methoxysilyl-styrene, and b) bi-siloxyl-terminal flexible-linkage precursor species; balance tetraalkylorthosilicates; wherein all of the above weight percentages are calculated based only on the total silanes in the reaction mixture.

43. The method of claim 42, said tetraalkylorthosilicates comprising at least one of tetramethylorthosilicate and tetraethylorthosilicate.

44. The method of claim 42, said bi-siloxyl-terminal flexible-linkage precursor species comprising 1,6-bis(trimethoxysilyl)hexane.

45. The method of claim 42, said network being prepared through copolymerizing 66-100 wt. % total of said functionalized silica precursor species and bi-siloxyl-terminal flexible-linkage precursor species.

46. The method of claim 42, wherein a wet gel produced through copolymerizing said silanes exhibits substantial green strength prior to linking said organic polymer to said non-hydroxyl functional groups.

47. The method of claim 32, said ceramic-oxide network being an amine-decorated silica network prepared by reacting an alkoxysilane, vinyltrimethoxysilane and a bi-siloxyl-terminal flexible-linkage precursor together under hydrolysis conditions to copolymerize them and thereby produce said silica network having vinyl functionality provided over internal surfaces thereof and flexible linkages dispersed throughout, but not necessarily uniformly distributed in, said network, said flexible linkages linking adjacent silica particles that are arranged in interconnected strands, thereby segmenting said interconnected strands.

48. The method of claim 32, said ceramic-oxide network being an amine-decorated silica network prepared by reacting an alkoxysilane, vinyltrimethoxysilane and a bi-siloxyl-terminal flexible-linkage precursor together under hydrolysis conditions to copolymerize them and thereby produce said silica network having vinyl functionality provided over internal surfaces thereof and flexible linkages dispersed throughout, but not necessarily uniformly distributed in, said network, said flexible linkages linking adjacent silica particles that are arranged in interconnected strands, thereby segmenting said interconnected strands.

49. The method of claim 32, said at least one ceramic-oxide precursor species comprising Si as the metallic or semi-metallic element, M being Si, said flexible-linkage precursor having the form:

\[(\text{R})_3-\text{Si}-\text{L}-\text{Si}(\text{R})_3\]

50. The method of claim 32, said ceramic-oxide network being formed through said reaction(s) as a wet gel having a pore structure that is saturated with a liquid solvent in which said reaction(s) was/were carried out, the method further comprising permitting said wet gel to dry through evaporation of said liquid solvent under ambient conditions to produce a dried aerogel, wherein the dried aerogel exhibits no perceptible shrinkage or pore-structure collapse compared to the wet gel.

51. The method of claim 32, said at least one flexible-linkage precursor comprising bis(trimethoxysilyl)propyl amine.

52. The method of claim 32, L having the form

\[-\text{C}((\text{R})_2\text{O})_n\text{L}\]

wherein \(n\) is equal to or lower than 6.

53. The method of claim 32, said at least one flexible-linkage precursor being 1,6-bis(trialkoxysilyl)hexane.

54. The method of claim 32, said at least one flexible-linkage precursor being bis(trialkoxysilyl)amine.

55. The method of claim 32, said at least one flexible-linkage precursor being bis(trialkoxysilyl)propyl disulfide.